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Contents of pictures in this book.

From 1 to 150.

Archæology

by Takeishi Kenji

Opinion

At very old time what kind people were
living in Japan? or none of people or some one
were lived. If so what people were lived and
were lived. If we study these
what was the they life? If we study these
things we want depend upon Archæology.

At Shiouchi Mura of Shirakawa province there
there is a place which call Kaigata (Shell field).

About that Murata find many shell from ground and
people of that place say, at long time ago have been
long hand God who take much good deal of shell
and sent from sea and lot so that shell Murata
tell. People of Murata call that God Tanaga Naça-
Jiin. This Naza Jiin shrine is not only this place
some other place call same thing. Such story
say in Shiouchi fude Ki'. Such story of
thousand ago, now if anyone know Archæology
Can understand some.

In picture where it tell in which way tolle in tell
made by many people call this 3go ana (hell) says old

time lived 3go, but this is a old Japanese tomb

tell soon understand

Girls head (Shimada) which tells says, Shimada

1st motion of Tokaido girls did at first Was look

like real, but if we see Harima, Harima Harima

doll tell doing that Shimada .

1. Pre-historic age

2. Proto-historic age

3. Historic age

These are Archaeology. Pre-historic age is

not sure to make stone thing, this age did not

know make metals things

Before note

Pre-historic age.

Chaps. 1

Shell field. In pre-historic age most

chief thing is shell field. When we discovered

from shell field something stone thing it is

very interesting for us. Before I told about

long land shine of Imari, all those are shell

field. We can not measure how deep

shell field come one is very thin and find

out very long distance like snow. This one only

one foot. This picture is Shimada area.

Japanese shell field. Study by Ms. Morris from
Meiji 12 years at Omori. The book call Omori kai hikai is this. Now this is nothing by house wife changed.

Chapter 2. Stone Things

Stone arrow-head. This arrow head is every one inch form like picture stone is change in seashore country. Old time some one think if form is nature, but now soon understand made by men. Notice of South America still using this arrow-head by glass of tool. so we soon know old people use those things.

Earth-wares. Earth-wares is most important thing of stone thing and country, is many can find out. I will say here how to use. At this one using as dish or something that kind. This were not much good thing, but brown one find out very many in shell field or small place. Size one big one is more than two feet and little one only some one inch. Each ware has paint in it sometime some of patent. Also size one different one many. Also many kind of different size. 1 picture call Singata (like bottle) this one find out at Mutsu province. 13 picture - call Tantogata-wear (mouth is big than bottle kind) this one find out at Akita.

Earth-wars doll. This doll fifteen of Omura. Our old people made it, but very different to real men. I think this made for something came from.
Religion. This shall size big me. I one fact at most is no Ind answer, earth some one other looks like man or woman, or was kimono or no. If I asked this by hand.

1. Common thing
2. Like Mountain
3. Like, wind
4. Like to have looking glass. Now are pictures some one like real or some one is very different from man. Mr. Yagi says these storages one is may be worn something cloth on hand. Dr. Tomori may wear black side also body is very cotton. Women's me with is big, some men wear under cloth like European cloth. Some thing we can study how were our old people are from those balls.

Garn. The pictures are scene of stone. All thing this one worn little ball and other storages, and use for decoration of wall. Still Formans and South port people use this. Teeth of animals. Our old people didn't think that teeth which come discover. 38 picture one little turn us those can say in fifty part.

Chapter 3. Civilization

I will say here about civilization and kind here of before part. clothes when I see balls of stone time come one have something clothes. May be make by animal hides or fish. Teeth, decoration, Some those glue mostly ear.
Kajen

This book made for not real man, only amature, so very easy thing containing. This stone age things study in real thing not in the sentence and practical study is very hard thing. I make a book which call Japanese stone age things photograph last year, but it is only notice size of things and place only so it is little different to understand in amature. So I make this book for amature and explaining some photograph for these people.

The picture of this book piecet from Japanese stone age things photograph. Object took from Imperial Museum and Archaeology of Imperial University. If not satisfied at this book better to go to Museum and see them.

Written by
Amurer

Taido 2 year month

content.

1. Before note
   Pre-historic age
   - Place shell hill field
   - Stone age things, arrow, stone spoon, stone knife
   - Stone dish, stone hammers
   - Earth things, ball, kind of bowl

2. After note
   Pre-historic age
   - Old tomb
   - Milly
   - Sword
   - Spear
   - Arrow
   - Arrow
   - Haniwa dolls
   - Stone man
   - Stone horse

Chapter 3
1. Decoration of dress dress
2. Food
3. Place of living
4. Product and Art
My head may be the use for ear. Truth or you can use for work decoration. Dr. Tabori says Native of Peru still use this kind of thing for ear.

Footnote:

In Stone Age there is no distinction between different kinds of work. Man made stone dishes, knives, spears, axes, etc. He also used stone for the making of tools, weapons, and other objects. The use of stone tools was widespread in prehistoric times and continued to be used even after the advent of metal tools.

The People of Stone Age Times lived in huts or caves and made simple tools out of stone. They used these tools to hunt, fish, and gather food. The people of the Stone Age lived in small groups and their settlements were scattered.

A Note by Me:

Proto-historic

Proto-historic is not only true, most thing is true of old Imperial, Tomb; place is very
long. Tomb has two kind one is made on field and put of stone others are made both of hills.

Tomb of stone wall, most of these tomb build toward north, inside is very large. Those tomb are real nice one and some one has character. 4 / picture is at Yamato province build like house.

Were tomb both. This one has some logs and cover put picture on find at Nine pro.

Stone tomb and were tomb is most chief men use this and keep died body long time but some one use wood. Some time more discounts to wood with hard which come very thick wood. As old time use wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood. Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood. Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood.

Old time made wall in mountain wood.
Yamachiro.
The total 5.
(1) Tomb 39.
(2) Cham. 3.
(3) Stone Ch. 2.
(4) Stone Cof. 2.
(5) Pottery Cof. 2.
(6) Figure. 2.
(7) Vessel. 1.

Remark:
(1) Pottery Cof. Inutaki, Ohita-ku, Ohita-gun.
(2) Sword (Human bones, stone cof. helmet, coat of mail, mae-
tama, koda-tama, mirror, barb-sword, stone-
sword, vender, homiwa)

Kisakawa, Kunita-ku, Nake-ku.
P. 35, No. 3, Airpost, Imperial Cham. Society.
(3) Stone Cham. (Purchased with vermilion, mirror, sword,
un glazed jar)
Kashawa-mura, Kingomo-gun.
P. 353, 1-8, magazinie, Koko-gakkai.

Yamake.
The total 333.
(1) Tomb. 295.
(2) Cham. 6.
(3) Stone Cham. 2.
(4) Stone Cof. 5.
(5) Pottery. 2.
(6) Figure. 4.
(7) Vessel 7.
(1) Tama 6. (Maja + sofà)
(2) Stone 1. (Shira-aki)
(3) Mirror 1 (Old)
(4) Copper barb.
(5) Netep 1 (Peace of Copper bell)

Remark:

1. Korean earthen jar
2. Hamura horse
3. Gold & copper jar
4. Twisted knife
5. Crystal
6. Rinzei Cup.

City of Nara: P. 66, No. 22, Hito.

Awadono, Kajima-mura, Ikarashi-gun,
P. 282, 7-5, Kokokai.

Jukai, Kambe-mura, Kita-gun,
P. 42, 1-7, Kokokai.

Uheyo - Hino-kuma-mura, Takaichi.

Hideishi, Nawa kohi, Iwaki, Kita-kata,
Sagi-gun.

Mii-densha, Kami-miya, Takachiho-mura.
P. 101, 2-3, Kokokai.

Porcelains, kiriko-tama, Katama, kokaku, Ensaki,
Seiryoan, unknown stones, utensils, silver & iron utensil,
Spear point, barb, pieces of coat-mail, nail, small
helmet, old sword, sword, Rinzei, stone chisel,
stone ring, blade of sword, copper barb, figurine-birds,
are found in the tombs & chambers.

Kakamachi.

50.

(1) Tomb: 24
(2) Cham.: 5
(3) Stone cup: 3
(4) Vessel: 6
(5) Hamura: 3
(6) Metal (bells + bells) 70

Mark:
Ento, stone-geta, old bell, tooth-shaped stone ax, branch bells, pottery pillow.

(1) Kuruma
Shinadzumi, Takawachi-mura, Kawachi.
R. 491, No. 194, Hito.

(2) Sound
Furumichi-mura, Kawachi-gun.
R. 112, No. 12, R. 412, No. 408, P. 450, No. 177, Hito.

Idzumi:
11.

(1) Tomb 5
(2) Vessel 4
(3) Pottery factory 1
Tokiho, Tennozuku-gun. P. 192, 36, Hito.

(4) Copper bell 1.

Settsu:
68.

(1) Tomb 38
(2) Cham. 17
(3) Stone CHAM. 1.
(4) Stone ax 1.
(5) Vessel 9. (of which 8 are Korean)
(6) Mirror 1.
(7) Straight sword 1.

Hayashiigama, 6 chome, Yamanotodori, Kobe-city.
The Imperial Museum.
mark:

Sprinkle stool, swab, triddle, the stone, flax, stone, sword - mirror, stone - nij.

Jga.
22.

(1) Tomb. 15 (a tomb with ditch)
(2) Chan. 4.
(3) stone ch. 1.
(4) Penel 1.
(5) Gold ring 1

mark:

Square mirror, korean mirror, Hōmi maegatama.

Je. . 35.

(1) Tomb. 21
(2) Chan. 1.
(3) ¥. 2.
(4) Human bone 1

mark:

(1) Round	Takumiya shigijutsu, Takatura, sugukaju.

Huma . 3.

(1) Tomb
Chan. 2
(2) ¥. 1.

Onari . 85.

(1) ¥. 99
(2) ¥. 4
(3) sword 1
Mask I

   1 light angle mirror.
   Mikawa 52.

2. T. 25.
5. Straight 1.
6. Tama 1.

Mark: Bird-shaped verse vairike silver ring, straight sword vairike, Yayo-ystem earthen vear.

Fotomi 50.

1. T. 28.
2. Ch. 8.
4. Y. 2.
5. Sword factory 1. Yotrozara, chie, Osaga-mura, Osaga-pan.
8. Sword 1.

Mark: Bronze ring, pestle with bells, gold cup, bone sword, Hyotan-dama, whetstone.
ma 35.

1) T. 15
2) Ch. 8.
3) stone ch. 1.
4) Y. 6.
5) Tama 3.

sword 1.

Mark: - Bold column tama.

Kai 44.

1) T. 18
2) Ch. 17
3) S. ch. 3.
4) Y. 5.
5) S. ch. 1.

Mark: - Jar, sword, magatama, bit, Korean earthen wares, mirror, stone axes, old copper coins etc.

Edges 9.

1) T. 3
2) Ch. 3
3) Figure 1.
4) S. ch. 2.

Mark: - Chain with shelf, Nyoai, Aka-mura, Takata-gun.

P. 84, No 11, Hitoy.

Sagami 35.

1) T. 17
2) Ch. 18
3) Y. 2
Korean 2, w. 1
Sold 2. 1
(5) Yagur 3
(7) Tama 1

Mark: — Bow, bowknot, archers, unglazed horse-tack, ste swords, stone chamber stone tools, nuri tama, daggers, &c.

Musashi: 335.

(1) O. 27:8
(8) Ch. 34
(1) Hamima 34
(4) Yagur 23
(5) Y. 2
(8) Mirror 1
(7) Bell Ring 1 Chichi son—sum.

Mark: — K. E. W., Yagur, Eto, Straight sword, kid, yagur, stone mirror, gold bell, copper, rice-cup, stone yata, stone tray, long sword, Korean mirror.

Companionly many Yagur in this section.

Awa: 10.

(1) T. 1
(2) Ch. 7
(5) Y. 82

Mark: Red unglazed porcelain.

Kadzusa 37.

(1) T. 14
(2) Ch. 13
(3) N. Nat. P. 1
(4) Old mir. 1
(5) " stone 1.
(6) Straight sword 1.

Rimark:— Stone c., iroibe, minor, sword, helmet, silver chain, horse bell, K. E. W.

(7) Two rooms connected

Himosa 700.

(8) Porcelain factory 1. One, Yamanosho, Niitaka-gun.

Rimark:— Cloth, Kokata, stone pillow, day here.

Niitaka 145.

(9) Ch. 4
(10) O. Ch. 1.
(11) O. C. 1.
(12) F. 3.
(13) V. 1
(14) Horse Bell 2.

Rimark:— Washinoya, Niitaka-mura, Hitachi-Kake, shika-gun.

P. 285, No. 969, Hit. 10.

Niitaka 145.

(1) F.
(2) Ch. 13.
(3) O. Ch. 2.
(4) O. C. 2.
(5) Fana 2.
(6) Hanawa 3.
(7) Y. system 8.

(8) Potter's factory 1. One, Yamanosho, Niitaka-gun.

Rimark:— Stone

Hinobashi, Takura, Tamagawa-mura, Niitaka-gun.

Comparative many stone shaped.

Hanawa helmet, Fudō's sword, stone seal use.
Copper utensils, s. m., k. m., k. s. m., k. s. n., a kind of sword (hoko), wooden treads, cup, ring.

Omi 34.  
(1) T.  
(2) Ch. 1  
(3) T. 2.  
(4) Tama 2.  
(5) mir. 1.  
(6) Gold 2.  
(7) Straight 1.

Remark: - Miratama, round-shaped stone, mirrors.

Mine 103.  
(1) T.  
(2) Ch. 24.  
(3) s. Ch. 1.  
(4) s. C. 1.  
(5) Tama 2.  
(6) T. 6.  
(7) Stone mortar & pestle, Hinogaya, Kano-cho, Inaba-gun.
(8) Jar. 1.

Hida 57.  
(1) T. 49.  
(2) Ch. 2.

Remark: - Hida-57, broken-shaped tomb with ditch.
Kioe-tanaka, Kokubunji-mura, Ono-gun.

Shimano 182.  
(1) T. 75.  
(2) Ch. 38.  
(3) Y. S. 8.  
(4) Y. 6.  
(5) Tama 7.  
(6) Shield 1.  
(7) B. ring 2.  
(8) Bridle 1.

Remark: - (1) T. with ditch.
Kasuga-mura, Minami Taka-mura.
P. 234, No. 91, Hida.
Broken-shaped s., Bold h., Gold & silver pipes, iron utensils, g. & s. rings, K. E. W.
Kodzuho 70.  
(1) T. 77  
(2) Ch. 3  
(3) B. A. 2  
(4) Hamia 3  
(5) D. C. 2  
(6) S. 4  
(7) C. Of R. 1  
(8) K. tone 1  
(9) home bell 2  
(10) Yama. 3  
(11) S. R. knife 1  

Shirodzuho 77  
(1) T.  
(2) Ch. 77  
(3) T. A. 2  
(4) S. C. 1  

(5) sword 1  
(6) Yama 2  
(7) Hamia 2  
(8) Gold R. 1  

Swak 46.  
(1) T. 77  
(2) Ch. 30  
(3) R. 1  
(4) Yama 3  
(5) Y. S. 1  

Moyashiho 81.  
(1) T. 96  
(2) Ch. 27  
(3) R. 5  
(4) Yama 1  
(5) Y. S. 2  
(6) S. 2  
(7) Barh 1  

Remark: — Marer stone, stone s., stone at, Hamia cop, hook, monkey shaped Hamia.  

Fuijoka-chi, Tama-pan, A.S. No 1, tokate.  

Shinodzuho 77  
(1) T.  
(2) Ch. 77  
(3) Y. S. 2  
(4) S. C. 1  

(5) sword 1  
(6) Tama 2  
(7) Hamia 2  
(8) Gold R. 1  

Swak 46.  
(1) T. 77  
(2) Ch. 30  
(3) R. 1  
(4) Yama 3  
(5) Y. S. 1  


G. K., Tama, K. E. W., bride  
iron utensils etc.  

Moyashiho 81.  
(1) T. 96  
(2) Ch. 27  
(3) R. 5  
(4) Yama 1  
(5) Y. S. 2  
(6) S. 2  
(7) Barh 1  

Remark: — Comparatively many chambers found.  

Hamia, K. E. W., s. e., mirror,  
stone ax, s. e., K. E. W., many beds  
and reaping knives, spindle whorl, E. W.
Riken 42.
(1) T. 20.  Remark: — Comparative many chambers & many 
great-shaped.
(2) Ch. 17.
(3) B. 5.
(4) J. S. 1.
(5) Hamano 1.

Rikencho 63.
(2) Ch. 6.
(3) T. 1.
(4) Tama 2.

Moton 5.
(1) T. 1.
(2) Haraki 2.
(3) K. E. W.
(4) Tama 1.
(5) Iron 1.

Mogi 51.
(1) T. 10.
(2) Ch. 8.
(3) T. 3.
(4) K. E. W. 3.
(5) Tama 2.

Ugo 18.
(1) T. 5.
(2) K. E. W. 12.
(3) Tama 1.
(4) Iron 5.

Nakada 4.
(1) T. 3.

Remark: — Comparative many K. E. W.
(2) Iron swords of which one is 
a broken shaped sword.

Remark: — (1) Wooden coffin.
(2) " box.

Remark: — (1) Comparative many K. E. W.
(2) Iron swords of which one is 
a broken shaped sword.

Remark: — Foam-shaped gold bell. 
The Imperial M.
Echizen 49.
(1) T. 15
(2) Ch. 92
(3) K.E.W. 10
(4) S. coffin 6
(5) Tama 1
(6) Y. 2

Kaga 37.
(1) T. 75
(2) Ch. 74
(3) K.E.W. 2
(4) Y. 34
(5) Tama 2

Noto 35.
(1) T. 72
(2) Ch. 73
(3) Y. 7
(4) Tama 1

Rikuchū 14
(1) T. 8
(2) Ch. 3
(3) K.E.W. 1
(4) Tama 2

Echigo 25.
(1) T.
(2) Ch. 1
(3) Y. 3
(4) Tama 6
(5) S. Ainu 1
(6) K.E.W. 1
(7) Stone Ainu 1

Remark: — (1) many chambers.
   (2) K.E.W.
   (3) stone coffin.
   (4) many vessels.

Remark: — (1) many vessels of different kinds.

Remark: — (1) Many vessels found.

Remark: — Many different kinds of tama, stone arrows, rice-bike mirror, tansu etc.

Oyashikyato, Katakei-mura, miyamaji-yn.
O. 2, Hito, Tokyo Anthropological magazine.
(1) T. 1.
(2) Ch. 2.
(3) T. 2.
Ch. 3.
(4) Aki 3.
(5) Ch. 2.
(6) K. E. W.

Hannia 705.
(1) T. 243
(2) Oh. 10.
(3) S. C. 64.
(4) P. C. 193.
(5) S. Oh. 1.
(6) Min. 1.
(7) Tama 1.

Mimasaka 70.
(1) T.
(2) Oh. 4.
(3) S. Oh. 3.
(4) P. Oh. 26.
(5) S. C. 8.
(6) Sword 1.
(7) T. S. 1.

Bizen 27.
(1) T.
(2) Ch. 1.
(3) P. C. 5.
(4) R. 1.
(5) Min. 2.
(6) Metal 3.

Bitōken 33.
(1) T.
(2) Oh. 2.
(3) S. C. 3.
(4) Earthen 5.
(5) Min. 1.
(6) Metal 2.

Remarks:—(1) Many stone coffins.
Stone spear, hanuina, iwaike, tama.

A.:—Many pottery coffins.
K. E. W., iwaike, tama, cap.
g. and s. migo, swords, fendas, etc.

A.:—(1) Pillow-shaped K. E. W.
(2) Many images.
Tama, hanuina, earthen, K. E. W., iwaike,
spindle stone, rake, 2., g. + s. migo.

A.:—(1) Gold kanzashi.
(2) Earthen with children.
(3) Compared many hanuina,
cap. bells, s., earthen, iwaike, tama.
Tado 1.
(1) Tomb 1.
(1) T. 15
(2) Ch. 2
(3) S. C. 2
(4) S. Ch. 1
(5) V. 1

Tango 12.
(1) T. 18
(2) Ch. 2
(3) K.E.W. 1
(4) Hanwi 1

Tajima 13. Remark: — almost all things found.
(1) T.
(2) Ch. 1
(3) S. C. 2

(1) T. 2
(2) Ch. 5
(3) S. C. 1
(4) V. 1
(5) Tama 1

Hoki 29. Remark: — Sandstone stone utensils, g. a.,
(1) T.
(2) Ch. 16
(3) Y. S. 1
(4) S. horse
(5) Min. 1

Yuzumo 27. Remark: — (1) Small shelf in a chamber.
(1) T. 8
(2) Ch. 10
(3) K.E.W. 1
(4) V. 2
(2) Pottery.
(3) Many stone c.
(4) Akei 5.

(1) T. 1.
(2) Ch. 1.
(3) o.c. 1.
(4) K.E.W. 1
(5) Min. 2
(6) Tama 1

Nagato 27.
(1) T. 23.
(2) Ch. 2.
(3) o. ch. 1.
(4) Tama 1.

Kii 22.
(1) T. 18
(2) Ch. 1.
(3) o. 3.
(4) Tama 1.
(5) Hammer 1.

Awaji 11.
(1) Ch. 7.
(2) T. 2.
(3) Tama 1.
(4) Stone 1.

Awa 52.
(1) T.
(2) Ch. 17
(3) o. c. 9
(4) Tama 2
(5) Metal 4
Ri: — old red, old cap, intense, s., earthen, K. E. W., swaives, cap. bell, s. e., Tama, cap. jade.

Yamaki 5.9.

(1) T. 36
(2) Ch. 15
(3) Ch. 7.
(4) s. ch. 5
(5) s. s. 1
(6) cap. spear 1.

Ri: — Hamura min., K. E. W., cap. jar, swords.

Saikoji, Hirono city, 1923, 5/12, Hito.

Iyo: 42.

(1) T. 34
(2) Ch. 2
(3) 4. s. 8
(4) T. 2
(5) K. E. W. 1

Ri: — Hamura, gourd-shaped-base pottery, swords, gold, cap. rings, s. e., cap. jade, wood stone.

Tosa: 43.

(1) T.
(2) Ch. 4
(3) s. s. 1

Ri: — (6) many earthen wares and utagi swaives.

Arms, min., silver ri., cap.

(4) Steel spear 2.
(5) Cap. bell 1.

Chikuzen: 76.

(1) T.
(2) Ch. 4.
(3) Cap. s. + s. 13.
(4) Swaives 3.
(5) s. s. 1.
(6) Hamura 1.
(7) Tama 2.

Ri: — (8) min. 2.

(9) E. W. 1.

(10) Jar 7.
(11) Bronze 1.

Ri: — (1) many copper swords and spear points.

metals, earthen w., tama, y. s., stone s., minis, t. min.
stone kettle, figures, swaives with baby, 9. 2., old s. s. s.

Chikugo: 33.

(1) T.
(2) Ch. 9.
(3) Cap. s. + s. 5
(4) s. ch. 1.
(5) s. c. 3.
(6) s. c. 1.

Ri: — (7) 4. cap. lacquered with vermilion.

Tama, swaives, 9. 2., s. human figure, hamura, jar, cap., e. w.

Buzen: 120.

(1) T.
(2) Ch. 77.
(3) s. c. 1.
(4) s. s. 2.
(19)

Bingo 26.

(1) T.
(2) Ch. 13.
(3) S. Ch. 2.
(4) Cn. 2.

Hyogo 37.

(1) T.
(2) Ch. 10.
(3) S. C. 7.
(4) O. Ch. 2 (Paired with vermilion) Masuki - gun.
(5) C. O. P. m. 2.
(6) R. Tama 1.

Hyuga 114.

(1) T. 96.
(2) Ch. 73.
(3) Y. S. 3.
(4) O. C. 1.
(5) B. 3.

Osumi 5.

(1) T.
(2) K. E. W. 1.
(3) Old Bell.

Satsuma 5.

(1) T. 3.
(2) Ch. 1.
(3) S. C. 1.

Shi 149.

Remark: (1) Except 2, all are tombo.
(2) Marble sword.

Sword, helmet + $90, $25, Alto.
Tenkuma 3.
(1) T. 1.
(2) Ch. 1.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
(1) Human bone with beads.
(2) Copper bowl cup.
Togo-mura, Karesukyo-jo.
Vol. 5, Kakko kibun.

Lotcho 4.
(1) T. 2.
(2) Ch. 1.
(3) Tama 1.
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5
Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10
Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15
A: - t. bone, mair., tama.

Kuma
Toshima (Hokkaido)
(3) Tama

Shigani 3.
(1) K.E.W.

Kitami
(1) Sword + Tama
Reibun in.

Fukuweight, Matsumak.
Sapporo-gun.

- Set 3
- 9th 4
- 10th 5

42 12
36 0
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Chronological Table of Ancient Japanese Objects.

By W.H. Mallett.

I. The objects made for 18,000 years from the time of Izanagi and Izanami, the creators, correspond to the genesis in the old testament of Europe.

(a) In the time of creation of earth.

Miscellany: A pontoon-bridge of heaven.

Arms: The heavenly halberd.

(b) In the time of creation of humanity.

Miscellany: The heavenly ship, the ship of reed.

House: Yabiro-den (a palace eight fathoms in extent, 6 heavenly cubic feet).

(c) In the time when Izanagi and Izanami had many children.

Miscellany: Yasaka-ni-no-Magatama, a white copper mirror.

Holy objects: A drum, a flag.

Arms: Swords, a sword ten feet in

length.

(d) In the time when Izanagi went into Hades.

Miscellany: A huge torch.


Arms: A shield ten fathoms long.

Ornaments: Curls, black wigs, combs.

House: A house for birth, wings of the palace gate.

(e) In the time when Izanagi married to the God.

Garb: Clothes, belts, hair-clothes.

Ornaments: The crown, the shoes.

Arms: An armor for arms.

Miscellany: A cane.

(f) In the time when the sun and the moon appeared.

Ornaments: Necklaces, armlets, metal bows, metal gong.

(g) In the time when Izanagi went into heaven.

House: A palace of Izanagi, Mikho.
palace.
Miscellany... Ladders.

II. Objects made for a. 2.00 from the time of
Thiruna wusi and Anuradhapura, - correspond to 2 70 years since the western creation.
(a) In the time of oath between the sun and
the moon.
dress... clothes, loincloths.
Ornaments... 500 Yashakauni gems, gems on curls,
necklaces of gems, Yashakauni-ko- Maatama, 500 earthenware rings,
curts, wig.
Arms... Swords 10 feet long, handles of
swords, a sword 9 feet long, a
bow 8 feet long, arrows, bags
for arrows.
(b) In the time when five men and three
women appeared.
Houses... Atten Temple, Maha Atten pal-
ace, Heete palace.
dress... clothes.

(c) In the time when the sun hid himself.
Houses... At the palace, At the palace,
houses for ablution, houses for wearing
cloth, heavenly stone houses.
Gems... sacred clothes, soft clothes,
rough tape clothes, girds.
Ornaments... Curts, wig.
Holy objects... Yashakauni, several valuable
mirrors, 500 gems, Mahatamaka,
white and green gobhi, cords,
cotton, hemp, lively and un-
lucky signs, ropes,angles, banjos.
Arms... Muskets, war-heats, swords and
elaborate, shields, flag, bows and
bow strings.
Miscellaneus... looms, iron, gold, copper,
tubs, axes, knives, A scale,
shower, sprouts.
(d) In the time when the moon chased down.
   Houses — a clay pallace.
   Food — five sorts.
   Arms — swords.
   Miscellaneous — earth-ship, gold and silver, treasure-ship, hats and straw-coats.

(e) In the time when the moon killed a huge snake.
   Houses — clay palace, hedges and gates.
   Food — Hakai, Yakihiri no Hakai, Kurenose Hakai.
   Arms — A sword 10 feet long, a gun which creates a huge snake, Uran-uma-
            Kanu no sword,
   Ornaments — Yuyutani comb, curls, wigs.
   Miscellaneous — hats, chopsticks, wine-vessels.

(f) In the time of the moon's generation.
   Houses — storehouses.
   Food — wild millet.

III. Objects made for 1835 from the time of O-Kuni-muchi.
   (a) In the time of O-Kuni-muchi's foundation of country.
       Houses — smoke rooms, roof for bees, Hakama hall, castle, storehouse.
       dresses — clothes, hemp clothes.
       Ornaments — a crown.
       Miscellaneous — a stamp of heaven, wine cups.
       Smother strings, funeral tools.

(b) In the time of Tohikos.
       Dresses — clothes, coats.
       Miscellaneous — ships, species of rice.

(c) In the time of Ohuni-muchi's generation.
       Houses — towers, caves.
       Food — salt.
       Dresses — short clothes.
arms... a bow and arrow, single arrow, metal arrows.

Miscellaneous... shields, wagons, hemp, needles and thread, lockets.

(a) In the time of assembly of heaven gods.

Houses... Heavenly caved, house for mourning.

doors... cloths, felt, ornamental felt, hemp.

Arms... heavenly bows, feathers, arrows, swords.

Miscellaneous... coffins, heavenly bridges.

(b) In the time when angels came down.

Holy objects... greenish temper hinges, eight-fold hinges.

Arms... swords ten feet long, canes, stone shield, weapons.

Miscellaneous... ships, gems.

(f) In the time when Calvini made him removed into Kitakuni palace.

Houses... Amura, Ishiki palace, Kitakuni palace, Kitadai.

Food... holy sake, rice.

Holy objects... holy treasures, yata mirror, mottars and needles.

Arms... large swords, spears, shields.

Miscellaneous... heavenly scales, combs, lead, ropes, ships, bridges.

IV. Objects made for 20-32 years from the time when the generations of gods descended.

(a) In the time of Nikko-cho-hey.

Houses... holy stone house, long ladders, several palaces, palaces for rights.

Food... millet rice, sake, sacred food.

Doors... belts, clothes, bed clothes.

Holy objects... Yata mirror, Mutsu-yama

Miscellaneous, valuable looking glass, white copper mirrors, God's seals, ten kinds of treasures.

Metal-hulls, gohei, sacred knives, small canes.

Arms... Kusanagi sword, Inwakumi

Miscellaneous, swords, stone shields, wooden bow, feathers, arrows,
gongs, shields, flags, broad shields.

Mantleum, ... Toryo-no-hiho-shi
Mantleum.

Miscellaneou... Heavenly bridges, heavenly ships, heavenly swings, gold bells, shields, fence, maps of the palaces, ocean ships.

(b) In the time when the god's generation established the capital.
    Houses... palaces.

(c) In the time when the generation elected the emperor.
    Food... boiled rice, vegetables, sake, boiled millet.
    Houses... a palace eight fathoms broad, a house with no door.
    Armaments... gem.
    Mantleum... Hyōga-kawai mantleum.
    Miscellaneou... Danbōro-sword, bows and arrows, wicker-work, bags, hooks, cones, ships.
    Arm... bows and arrows, swords to

V. Objects made for 5-80 years from the reign of Wakejō-hokkai.

(a) In the time of Wakejō-no-miya.
   Houses... palace in the sea, palace for use.
   Trees, valuable palace, cattle, castle tower, gates, balconies.
   Ornament... necklaces,
   Arm... vases.
   Miscellaneou... valuable goblets, bottles, and bowls.

(b) In the time when god's generation made the sea dwell.
    Trees... clothes.
    Miscellaneou... valuable gem.

(c) In the time of Alpaya-fuji-agaru-mikoto.
    Houses... house for birth, palace for birth, Takaradai-ho palace.
    Miscellaneou... grooves, hemp, cow's, feathers for decorations.
    Mantleum... Hyōga - Takaya no yama.
VI. Objects made for 7 years after death of
Ayaga-Fukui emperor: uchisetsu.
(a) In the time of Jimmu's expedition:
Houses ...... Takachihomine palace,CASCADE
           Palace, Takabi palace, Taka-
           Shinra palace, Storehouse.
           Castles, house & fathom broad.
Food........ "Lace", wheat-gluten.
Cloth........ Clothes.
Holy objects .. flat bottles, stout bottles.
Fruits ...... shields, arrows, swords,
             gongs, halberds, weapons, bows,
             armor, feather arrows.
manto-lem .... Ayuga-gohira-yama
manto-lem, Kamado-yama
manto-lem.
Miscellanees .. ships, Charcoals, Straw.
               hats and straw-coats, nets,
               cups, timbers, fuels.

VII. Objects made in the time of Jimmu the
      emperor.
(a) In the time of Jimmu's coronation:
Houses ...... Takihara palace, fine
           pillars, gates, shutters.
Holy objects .. heavenly treasures, heavenly
           sword and looking-glass, 50
           combs.
Arms ....... Holy shield, Totsudashi
           swords, shield, and weapon.